Report on the Fourth Project Meeting (Volda University College) and the Second Round Table
“Meeting Literary Foremothers” (20th Norsk Litteraturfestival, Lillehammer)

The group in the library of Volda University College (photo: Per Straume)

Participants:
- Päivi Lappalainen (PI), University of Turku
- Suzan van Dijk (PI), Francesca Scott (Postdoc researcher), Huygens ING
- Marie N Sørbø (PI), Volda University College
- Katja Mihurko-Ponič (PI), University of Nova Gorica
- Henriette Partzsch (PL), Judith Rideout (PhD student), University of Glasgow
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On the eve of the meeting, the group shared a delicious supper at the home of Norwegian PI
Marie N Sørbø. It was a very harmonious get-together and the whole team would like to
express our warm thanks to our gracious host and her husband for this wonderful start.

Volda on a sunny morning
Tuesday, 26 May
(Volda University College, Berte Kanutte Building, Volda)
Morning session
In her function as Vice Rector MNS welcomed the group to Volda University College. We then
continued with an update on developments in our research since the last annual report, using the
opportunity to compare findings and their potential, as well as to discuss methodological and
conceptual questions.
UPDATES
1. Finland:
PL (Päivi Lappalainen) reported that Jasmine Westerlund had completed the data curation of
Finnish authors in the VRE. Viola Parente-Čapková and Ritva Hapuli are currently writing a joint
essay (in Finnish) about the Old Collection; the article will be published as a chapter in a book
about Turku City Library addressed to a wider public. VPC and PL are working on a joint article
about their findings, which will be submitted to the Journal of Scandinavian History. PL then
continued to speak in more detail about her own research focusing on the transnational
reception of literature for girls in Finland, which she partly carried at the Children’s Literature
Institute in Stockholm. Some preliminary results were presented at the conference On the Move:
Real and Imaginary Spaces, Borders and Transitions in the Nineteenth Century in Tampere
(January 2015), as part of a panel that also included contributions from VPC, FS and SvD (you can
find FS’s blog on the event here: http://travellingtexts.huygens.knaw.nl/?p=580#more-580)
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PL and VPC had both presentations in Helsinki (May 2015) at the seminar Kanon - vad, hur och
varför? Litteraturhistorieskrivningens problem och möjligheter; VPC used her contribution to
present TTT while PL presented some of her findings. The presentations (Viola's in English, PL’s
in Swedish) can be found here:
https://meet12623162.adobeconnect.com/p3l2q0k6t72/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pb
Mode=normal
Next spring term the Finnish team will offer a course on digital humanities in which the students
will get training in the use of the database.
2. Netherlands:
In a series of case studies presented at different academic occasions SvD has revisited the Dutch
material collected in the database. Her work was partly content related (Poznan, Tampere),
partly focusing on the Digital Humanities aspect of our research (Münster, Lausanne), This is a
way of testing ideas in preparation of one of the planned Dutch outputs, a book on Dutch
Discourses on Women’s Writing. At the same time this work feeds into ICT development since it
allows for testing how to work with the functionalities of the database/VRE. She also coorganized in collaboration with CERES (Centre for Reception Studies Brussels) the workshop
MiddleWOmen, held in May in Brussels; around twelve members of TTT and NEWW were among
the participants. For her work on the upcoming exhibition in The Hague, please see below.
FS is currently piloting ways in which to use the existing dataset as a quantitative starting
point for qualitative research. She listed the British women authors most widely received in our
five countries and cross-referenced them with the available information on Dutch reception. She
then analysed the resulting list of 46 writers, focusing on the presence of women’s health in
their ‘travelling texts’, thus providing an illuminating context for a more detailed case study of
the reception and translation of texts by Ouida.
Furthermore, a new trainee will start work at Huygens ING in June, focussing on completing
datasets for the last time window.

At work in the Berte Kanutte Building (photo: PL)
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3. Norway:
Research assistant Elise Fugledal worked on finding serialised translations in Morgenbladet
(second time window and those issues from the last time window that have been digitised),
while MNS worked on the issues that had been published during the first time window, as well
as Aftenposten (second time window). During the year MNS presented her work in progress at
several academic events, e.g. at the conference Norden/The North: Anglo Nordic Exchanges,
1700-1850 at St. Mary’s University, Strawberry Hill, London (28-29 November 2014), organised
in conjunction with the Nordic Association for Romantic Studies (you can find her blog about the
event here: http://travellingtexts.huygens.knaw.nl/?p=554). However, much of MNS’s time had
necessarily gone towards organising the fourth project meeting and the session at Norsk
Litteraturfestival Lillehammer.
We also learned about the astonishing history of a copy of Dorothe Engelbretsdatter’s
religious writing. Thanks to MNS commitment, the book was bought by the library of Volda
University College, who put in on display in homage to our meeting.

The view from the meeting room
4. Slovenia:
KMP, Aleš Vaupotič and Tanja Badalič started work on their joint book publication. TB will
provide a general overview of the reception of women’s writing in the Slovene multi-ethnic
territory, while AV will discuss visualisation. KMP will contribute a case study on E. Marlitt, one
of the best-selling German authors from the last time window. KMP’s collaborative work with
VPC led to the submission of a joined article on the figure of the New Woman to the prestigious
comparative literature journal Interliteraria. AV collaborated with the Dutch team, working on
visualising connections between the Dutch women writers presented in the exhibition and the
foreign women writers they encountered through their reading.
Furthermore, KMP continued to explore the relevance of the research of TTT in relation to
teaching in secondary education. She gave a keynote lecture on the place of women writers in
the teaching syllabus, a topic that might lead to a project with MIRA, the Women Writers’
Committee of the Slovene PEN Centre, thus further strengthening the links established through
our Slovene advisory board member Barbara Simoniti.
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5. Spain:
Marina Cano López started work on general cultural magazines from the last time window. HP
worked on Emilia Pardo Bazán’s library catalogue (last time window), in addition to further
exploring the conceptual framework of our approach to the history of literary cultures. She
discussed related issues at a workshop on Gender and Biography between History and Literature
at the UNED, Madrid, in December, as well as in her academic keynote at the PG conference The
Nature of Connections (I), University of Bristol, in February. This work is done in preparation of
the planned outputs (article on our conceptual framework and joint book publication).
JR presented her work on women’s networks according to the evidence present in a range of
magazine from the turn of the century, including reflections on how to work with visualisations
and excel spreadsheets.
After a break, we moved on to discuss the CURRENT SITUATION OF THE VRE AND ITS
DEVELOPMENT. SvD explained the situation and its context. The most important problem is the
lack of highly specialised ICT development capacity; since one of the key developers left last
autumn, no replacement could yet be appointed, due to the situation on the labour market. The
expected date for a new appointment mentioned in our annual report, April 2015, proved to be
too optimistic. It is therefore unclear when development can be resumed. All participants
expressed their very serious worry and concern about the situation, not only in view to
delivering our promised work plan but also, and especially, in view to the vulnerable situation of
team members without a permanent contract, who had been recruited to do the essential work
of data capture in the database/VRE, i.e. Jasmine Westerlund, Elise Fugledal, Tanja Badalič and
Marina Cano López. We also discussed how best to continue the collection of data, minimising
the creation of additional work.
ACTION POINTS:
- SvD will again express the grave concerns of the project at Huygens ING and insist on the
urgency of finding a solution, especially concerning the entry of new data.
- SvD and HP will try to arrange a meeting with the Director of Huygens ING in The Hague (this
was not possible during term time because of HP’s teaching commitments).
- SvD will again ask whether it would be possible to import data into the database
automatically, using standardised excel sheets (suggestion made by AV in the context of the
COST Action at the meeting in Bucharest)
- HP + JR will work on fine tuning standardised spread sheets for capturing data.
DEADLINE: immediate action

Afternoon session
After a fusion lunch with Norwegian tapas in the cafeteria of the Berte Kanutte Building we
visited the library under Head Librarian Bente Lien’s guidance. Student intern Anne Elisabeth
Kaldhol stayed on to give us additional information about the books displayed at the entrance of
the library to celebrate our meeting. We were even allowed to have a closer look at the very
fragile, 18th-century copy of works by Dorothe Engelbretsdatter.
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Looking at the treasure in the library, with Anne Elisabeth Kaldhol

The rest of the afternoon was dedicated to Milestone 2 (= output that allows us to join up our
work, piloting ideas for the analysis and interpretation of our data in year 3, a process that will
culminate in the conference in June 2016 and our collective publication. The more immediate
aim of this web publication is to showcase our research in an appealing but sophisticated manner
to a non-specialist audience. It also has the function to monitor our progress, as detailed in the
funding application/project description.)
KMP opened our work session with a brief presentation about Hedwig von Radics’s lending
library, which will form the entry point of the virtually showcase displaying some tasters of our
research. We then discussed in smaller groups what Milestone 2 could and should comprise in
order to give an interesting but nuanced insight into our work before sharing our ideas with the
whole group.
We agreed to emphasise connections and different types of sources in Milestone 2, ideally
showing the diversity of our research while still maintaining a common thread that runs through
every aspect. The starting point will be a brief presentation of Hedwig von Radics’s lending
library; different aspects of this fully researched source will allow us to establish connections to
the other countries, for instance through specific authors, texts or sections. For a start we will
explore Prezi as a dynamic, non-linear format that is easy to use for presenting information.

ACTION POINTS:
1. Getting started
- FS: Update on Prezi
- KMP: Consult AV ref. visualisationKMP/Slovene team: prepare brief presentation on Hedwig
von Radics’s library as the central node of Milestone 2
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-

2. Filling in the picture
KMP: design path from central node to E. Marlitt and working with visualisations
VPC: design path from central node to the Old Collection of Turku City Library
PL: design path from central node, section of children’s literature, to the reception of
literature for girls in Finland (focus on advertisements in the press?)
SvD: design path from central node to elements of exhibition at Letterkundig Museum?
FS: design path from central node to reception of works dealing with women’s health
MNS: design path from central node to serialised translations in newspapers
JR: design path from central node to female networks in women edited magazines
HP: design path from central node to Emilia Pardo Bazan’s library – or literary criticism?
ALL: share and discuss components over the following months

Final deadline: Presentation of Milestone 2 at September meeting in The Hague
The day was rounded off by a visit to Berte Kanutte’s childhood home, where we learned much
about Sivert Aarflot and early printing in the rural Norway of the 19th century. We were also shown
some 19th-century copies of Berte Kanutte Aarflot’s works and other interesting items the guide,
Cecilie Rørstad, had specifically prepared for our visit (http://sivertaarflot.no/om-museet/) . We
then proceeded to the Ivar Aasen Centre to enjoy a guided tour with a special focus on female New
Norwegian authors, prepared for our benefit by Anders Aanes, a member of staff at the Ivar Aasen
Centre (http://www.aasentunet.no/iaa/en/). We finished the day with a delicious dinner at the
Centre before heading back to our accommodation at the student residence of the College.

At the Ivar Aasen Centre
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Wednesday, 27 May
During the morning we travelled by plane and train from Volda to Lillehammer, where we continued
our meeting in the afternoon at the Hotel Radisson Blue.
Planning for upcoming events:
SvD reported on the preparations for the next project meeting in conjunction with the opening of
the exhibition organised as a collaboration between Huygens ING, the Letterkundig Museum and
KB/National Library of the Netherlands in September 2015. Work on the exhibition is very rewarding
but also very time consuming for SvD, both because of the involvement of many different local
institutions and a group of currently ca. 12-15 volunteers (special thanks go to Wendela de Raat,
who coordinates the volunteers – see her blog http://travellingtexts.huygens.knaw.nl/?p=591 ).
Since September 2014 more or less monthly meetings with the people involved have been held.
Material was selected based on the information in the database, which was cross-referenced with
the available archive holdings. Generally speaking, each volunteer adopted one author to work on.
The title of the exhibition is still under discussion (forgotten/rediscovered/remembered women
writers; we also mentioned the idea of including ‘encounter’ in the title). The exhibition will remain
for two months in The Hague; the next stations will be Atria (http://www.atria.nl/atria/eng/) and the
Archives in Haarlem. The idea is that the exhibition will be adapted with reference to its actual
location, thus engaging with local communities. A proposal for financing a so-called Academy
colloquium with the provisional title Dutch women writers of the 19th-century presented to 21stcentury audiences was submitted with KNAW Royal Academy. If granted, the colloquium would close
the “series” of exhibitions. The outcome of the funding application will be communicated in June.
The first day of the next project meeting, Mon 28 Sept, will be dedicated to internal project
business, e.g. discussion of the VRE and work on our joined outputs. On the second day we will have
a Knowledge Exchange workshop with the volunteers participating in the curation of the exhibition,
bringing together the project members, KB/National Library of the Netherlands, crowd-sourcing
expert Montserrat Prats Lopez, the coordinators of the traineeships at Huygens ING from
Rotterdam, Utrecht and Amsterdam, the coordinator of the group of volunteers Wendela de Raat,
etc. The exhibition will open on Wednesday, 30 Sept (unfortunately not all project members will be
able to attend).
Action points:
- Go through the list of international women writers linked to the exhibition and check how
they can relate to writers in each national literary system (all of us)
- Availability on weekend before the next project meeting to spend some additional time
together, exploring The Netherlands (not funded by HERA).
Deadline: Midsummers Day
We then moved on to the closing conference Cultural Encounters through Reading and Writing: New
Approaches to the History of Literary Culture (Glasgow Women’s Library, 9-11 June 2016). Keynotes
will be given by Prof emerita M McFadden (Appalachian State University; transatlantic connections
and women’s movements), Prof A Ginger (University of Bristol; nineteenth century and cultural
studies) and Prof A Sanz (Universidad Complutense de Madrid, History of literary culture and Digital
Humanities) (all speakers confirmed for the moment). Suggested thematic areas in the Call for
papers will include: material culture; women’s history; gender studies; connections, spaces and
nodes; history of the emotions; the new biography; artistic approaches.
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Furthermore, on 26 June Marina Cano López and HP will hold a workshop, together with
Gillian Dow (Chawton House Library/ University of Southampton) and Donna Moore (Glasgow
Women’s Library), on The Transnational Circulation of Women’s Writing 1780-2014: Archives,
Libraries, Translations
(http://events.sas.ac.uk/igrs/events/view/17919/The+Transnational+Circulation+of+Women%27s+
Writing+%281780-2014%29%3A+Archives%2C+Libraries%2C+Translation ) at the Institute of Modern
Languages Research, Senate House, London.
Immediate action points:
- Write and circulate the CfP, after consultation with the team; deadline for submissions of
paper proposals: Friday, 18 September (HP)
- Organise selection committee (HP)
- Liaise with keynote speakers (HP)
PL, SvD and HP then went together through the material they had prepared for the round table
discussion of the following day.
The participants were joined for an amazing dinner at Hvelvet (http://www.hvelvet.no/) by the two
Norwegian advisory board members, Anne Birgitte Rønning (University of Oslo) and Marta Norheim
(The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation).

Thursday, 28 May
(Norsk Litteraturfestival, Lillehammer)
The day started with the very inspiring Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson lecture by Margaret Atwood.
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After lunch at Café Stasionen (Norwegian moose stew!) we made the last preparations for our round
table. ABR, SvD, KMP and FS used the opportunity to briefly discuss ideas for Horizon2020 (ABR, SvD
and FS continued this exchange on Friday afternoon at the University of Oslo). The group then
reconvened at Sigrid Undset’s home Bjerkebœk for our session organised as part of Norsk
Litteraturfestival, where we were reunited with our advisory board members. The first part of the
event consisted of a well-attended round table discussion under the title ‘Meet your Mum: Our
Literary Foremothers’, in which MNS questioned PL (who kindly stood in for VPC), SvD and HP about
the reception of Norwegian women writers in Finland, the Netherlands and Spain; she also reflected
on the fate of British women writers in Norway.

Our panellists are preparing
The second part (in Norwegian) paired three contemporary Norwegian writers with a literary
foremother each: Kjersti A. Skomsvold wrote to Amalie Skram, Mona Høvring to Camilla Collett and
Thorvald Steen to Sigrid Undset. The event was packed, with people standing to listen to the
authors’ reading. The whole festival event, and not least the authors’ contribution, was a highly
successful realisation of our initial idea of creating dialogues with literary foremothers. The authors
delivered personal responses that showed their indebtedness to authors of the past, and said they
appreciated the challenge that had been given them.
Action Point:
- Follow up with authors and the festival organisers (MNS)

Our Norwegian adventure ended with another delicious dinner, this time at Park Cafe´n, Søndre Park
( http://www.parkcafen.no/ ). The next day we all went our separate ways, full of impressions, ideas,
action points and thankfulness toward the organiser of the meeting, Marie. Thank you!
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